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1. Introduction
This document is drafted in accordance with the Rules of Reading Football
Supporters’ Society Limited and sets out the Policy towards Data Protection adopted
pursuant to a resolution at a Board Meeting held on 8th July 2010.
It outlines STAR’s obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998, which sets
standards that STAR must meet when obtaining, recording, holding, using or
disposing of data on behalf of its members.
The accompanying Appendix A details how STAR will meet the requirements when
processing any Personal Data on behalf of its members, suppliers and contractors.
Appendix B contains STAR Membership Data Retention Guidelines.

2. Definitions
Definitions of the terms used in this policy are laid out in a separate Definition of
Terms document, which should be read in conjunction with this Policy.
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3. Scope
This Policy applies to all STAR Board members and other persons who process data
on behalf of STAR in accordance with STAR’s Declaration to the Data Registrar.
4. Responsibilities
The STAR Board is ultimately accountable for adherence to legal requirements,
society policies, standards and procedures, and overseeing any proceedings which
may result from any non-compliance with this Policy.
The STAR Data Controller is the person with delegated responsibility for STAR’s
declaration to the Data Protection Registrar and implementing this Policy. The Society
Secretary will assist in this remit, together with answering queries.
It is the responsibility of all Board members to ensure that other persons undertaking
tasks in the areas of STAR’s operations or activities for which they are responsible
are fully conversant with their Data Protection responsibilities. Instructions combined
with training will be provided for all new and existing Board members, Team members
and other persons.
All Board members and other persons, who process data on behalf of STAR must, in
accordance with STAR’s DP declaration, comply with their Data Protection
responsibilities.
5. Failure to comply with this Policy
STAR has a legal and moral duty to protect the personal data with which it is
entrusted. Failure of those listed in paragraph 4 above to comply with this Policy may
result in sanctions being taken against them.
6. Control procedures in place
The Data Controller will ensure that all persons who process personal data on behalf
of STAR will be given instruction so that they are made fully aware of their
responsibility as per Data Protection legislation, and to escalate any concerns about
data management to the Data Controller. If such a concern is raised, an investigation
will be made and corrective action taken as appropriate.

7. Charging
STAR reserves the right to charge a fee (up to a maximum of £10) as per the Data
Protection Act 1998 to fulfill Subject Access Requests. The decision of whether to
charge a fee will be made by the Treasurer.
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8. Responsibility for monitoring this Policy
The responsibility for monitoring this Policy rests with the Society’s Board which will
review the Policy annually.
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Appendix A: The Data Protection Act 1998: Summary
What is The Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA)?
It sets the standards that must be satisfied when obtaining, recording, holding, using or
disposing of personal data.
The DPA applies to those who handle or have access on behalf of STAR to information
about individuals. It also gives rights to the people the information is about.
Everyone who has STAR’s data has a legal duty to protect the privacy of information
about individuals.
Failure to comply with STAR’s Data Protection Policy may result in sanctions being
taken against the individual concerned.
Who is who?
The Data Controller: is responsible for registering STAR’s use of personal data with the
Data Protection Registrar, answering queries and ensuring that STAR’s data protection
policies and procedures are communicated as required. The Society Secretary assists
in this role.
Data Subjects: are the people the information is about.
Data Users: STAR members and other persons whose duties and activities involve
processing personal information.
What is what?
Data is recorded information, whether stored electronically or in paper-based filing
systems.
Personal means that the information is about an identifiable living individual. It can be
factual or an opinion. It includes individuals’ e-mail addresses and relevant information
on suppliers and contractors.
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Processing is any activity that involves data, including collecting, recording or retrieving
the data, or doing work on or with the data such as organising, adapting, changing,
erasing or destroying it.
What are the main principles of the Act?
The DPA is based on eight data protection principles as detailed below:
Principle 1: Personal data must be processed fairly and lawfully.
The processing must either be necessary for legal or contractual reasons – if not, the
data subject must give their permission.
There should be no surprises, so, if the data subjects would not expect this to be
happening to their data, they must be informed as to why their information is being
collected, what it is to be used for and with whom it may be shared. Be open, honest
and clear.
For data to be processed legally, it must not lead to any kind of unfair discrimination and
should not go against other laws such as the Human Rights Act 1998.
Principle 2: Personal data must be processed for specified purposes and in an
appropriate way.
Data must not be collected or used unless there is a specific and valid reason for doing
so. The data subject should be told the purpose for which the information will be used.
Personal data collected for one reason must not be used for any other unrelated
purpose.
Only share information if you are certain that it is appropriate to do so and necessary. If
in doubt, check first with the Data Controller.
Principle 3: Personal data must be adequate, relevant and not more than is needed.
Information that is not relevant for the purpose must not be collected simply because it
might be useful in the future. Avoid abbreviations, use clear, legible writing, stick to the
facts and do not add personal opinions and comments.
Principle 4: Personal data must be accurate and up-to-date.
Take care when inputting information to ensure accuracy. Avoid creating duplicate
records as these can get out of alignment when being updated.
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Principle 5: Personal data is not kept for longer than is necessary.
Ensure regular spring cleaning of data held – it must not be kept just in case it might be
useful one day. Dispose of the information correctly.
Principle 6: Personal data is processed in accordance with the rights of data subjects.
The rights of individuals are central to this principle, including:


to find out what information is held about them;



to prevent processing that is likely to cause damage or distress to themselves or
anyone else.



to claim compensation for damage and distress caused by someone breaking the
conditions of the DPA;



to not have significant decisions made about them using automated processing
alone;



to prevent processing for direct marketing purposes, e.g. junk mail;



to take action to correct, block, erase or destroy data that is inaccurate or contains
opinions that are based on inaccurate data.

Exceptions….there are some situations in which these rights do not apply, e.g. if it
affects the way that crimes are detected or taxes are assessed.
Principle 7: Personal data is protected by appropriate security (practical and
organisational).
The Data Controller ensures that security controls are in place and monitors that these
are followed. These may be technical or organisational.
Only STAR members who need to use personal data to perform their approved duties or
activities can have access to that data.
STAR’s security measures to prevent unauthorised access include the following
restrictions and precautions:
physical security controls, e.g. entry controls, secure lockable furniture, safe methods for
disposal, placing of faxes/photocopiers/desks, etc;
computer security including log-on procedures, user identification, encryption,
maintenance of operation logs, etc;
organisation security e.g. information management practices including the use of data
sticks, discs, etc, procedure for access to personal data, disposal policy/procedure for
confidential information, confidentiality contracts with third parties, training, etc;
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any personal data stored on a device such as a laptop (which must have anti-virus
protection with a current live subscription), must be password protected and securely
backed-up. On an exception basis, where personal data has to be transferred, this
should be undertaken using email or memory sticks. In this case the personal data file
must be password protected, with the password communicated to the recipient by a
different medium (so if the memory stick or email is intercepted then the personal data is
not accessible). Passwords must have at least 8 characters (mixture of upper and lower
case characters, numbers and symbols) and must be changed every 3 months or more
frequently.
risk assessments to identify weak areas and the likely result of security problems;
data classification to show how much protection different types of information require;
security and data protection policies that set out best practice.
Principle 8: Personal data is not transferred outside the European Economic Area (EEA)
without taking reasonable steps to check that there are adequate data protection
controls in place.
If sending personal information outside the EEA, STAR will ensure that consent from the
data subjects is obtained and that the data is adequately protected. Personal
information should not be put on a website without first gaining express consent from the
individual concerned.
Handling Enquiries
For Personal Data: Individuals may want to find out what personal data is kept about
them by STAR. STAR has up to 40 days in which to respond to such requests, unless
there are mitigating reasons why this is not possible.
Such enquiries (Subject Access Requests) must be made in writing to the Society’s
Registered Office: c/o Vale & West, Victoria House, 26 Queen Victoria Street, Reading
RG1 1TG. If such a written request is received, it must be passed immediately to the
Data Controller or the Society Secretary.
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Appendix B: STAR Membership Data Retention Guidelines
STAR will retain data in line with the Data Protection Act, with the following specific
guidelines:
•
Membership Data will be retained for 3 months after the end of the membership
year – solely for general communication (e.g. STAR Bulletins) and marketing contact to
encourage membership renewal.
•
Membership Data will be retained for 12 months after the end of the membership
year – solely for member lead membership renewals, re-using contact and address
information.
•
Membership Data will be retained for 24 months after the end of membership
year, for those who have ticked this preference on the membership form, solely for
general communication and marketing contact to encourage membership renewals.
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